
 

There is a wealth of literature about life at sea, stretching back to antiquity and reflecting the importance of 
the sea and ships to human life, trade, migration and warfare for millennia. 
 
The crucial thing about life at sea, and one of the things that makes it so compelling for writers is the uncer-
tainty, above all being at the mercy of wind and weather.  And this is probably why it has declined as a sub-
ject since steam and diesel et al have largely replaced sail.  Vessels (especially smaller boats like trawlers and 
yachts) still face peril but engines, radios and sat-nav have mitigated that sense of being entirely in the hands 
of the gods, or of fate. 
 
And that mixture of hope and helplessness before elemental powers is not confined to those actually at sea 

but extends to those who wait on shore for news. Antonio’s whole fortune in, The Merchant of Venice (and 

his life if Shylock takes his pound of flesh) depend on his ships returning safely and the literary use of that 

jeopardy goes back much further.  Sappho (C. 630 - C. 570 BC) worries about her brother’s safe return and 

warns about tempting fate in her “Brothers Poem” which was rediscovered in 2014. 

...But you’re always chattering that Kharaxos 
comes, his ship with fully stuffed hold. As to that 
Zeus and the gods only know, but these thoughts should 
not be in your head. 

Instead let me go, having been commanded 
to offer  up many prayers to Hera the Queen 
that his undamaged ship should deliver up 
Kharaxos to us 

Here, finding us safe and serene. And as for 
the rest of it, to higher spirits leave it 
now, for calm seas often follow after the 
squalling of a storm: 



 

But a life on the ocean wave has something else than high drama and jeopardy which has proven irresistible to 
writers.  Ships and boats provide a world in microcosm, a set of characters stuck together through whatever 
dangers fate has in store to test them.  Again this goes right back to antiquity – to Homer’s Odyssey and Jason 
and the Argonauts. 
 
These stories involve sailing from place to place with incidents at sea but much of the drama takes  place on 
land. Not so in Herman Melville’s Moby Dick (1851).  Whalers were amongst the most oceanic humans ever – 
sometimes being away at sea for three years – and Melville himself had sailed on whaling expeditions and 
drew on his own experience. 
 
Moby Dick has plenty of the first element – jeopardy in the hands of fate, and the second – a set of characters 
trapped in a world in miniature. But it points up another important feature of life at sea (at least before the 
advent of air travel and modern communications). The sailors’ life was a cosmopolitan life.  The seas united 
much more than they divided.  The Pequod, the whaling vessel that Ishmael signs on to at the start of Moby 
Dick sails from Nantucket in a US where slavery is still institutionalised in the South and where Native      
Americans are viewed fit only for extermination by many in the West. But the four harpoonists (respected and 
of high status on the Pequod) are: a tattooed Polynesian cannibal, a Wampanoag Native American, a black  
African and an Indian Parsee and there are mariners aboard from almost everywhere in the world – so long as 
it is on the coast.  Manxmen mix with Africans, Icelanders with Sicilians, Danes with South Sea Islanders. It 
seems another universe to US slave states or stolid Victorian England and the crew seem to have more in  
common with each other than their land bound countrymen. 
 
None of which begins to scratch the surface of what makes Moby Dick such a very great book. And if you are 
running out of lockdown reading material it is available free online. 
 https://www.gutenberg.org/files/2701/2701-h/2701-h.htm  

As well as poetry and novels, life at sea has inspired many songs and, here too the universality of the experi-
ence of sailing and fishing cultures can be seen. Two songs reflect this: Itsasoa Laino Dago is a  haunting Basque 
song about the love of fishermen for their element, despite it’s dangers. I can’t find a translation but one line is 
“I love you, cruel sea, more than the little birds love their babies.” I have included a verse of the song just to 
illustrate the deep strangeness of the Basque language. You can hear a great version on You Tube here: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Hew-1hOTGTc  
 
Itsasoa laino dago 
Baionako barraraino 
nik zu zaitut maitiago 
txoriak bere umiak baino  
     
 
 
 
And to bring it back home a beautiful Gaelic song An Aitearachd Ard (The Surge Of The Sea) by Donald Maciver 
sung here by Ishbel MacAskill  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TxZMuCoLycc    
Lyrics and translation here: http://www.celticlyricscorner.net/matheson/anataireachd.htm  

An ataireachd bhuan 
Cluinn fuiam na h-ataireachd ard 
Tha torunn a’chuain 
Mar chulas leams’ e’n am phaisd 
Gun mhuthadh gun truas 
A’sluaisreadh gainneimh na tragh’d 
An ataireachd bhuan 
Cluinn fuiam na h-ataireachd ard 

The ceaseless surge 
Listen to the surge of the sea 
The thunder of the Ocean 
As I heard it when I was a child 
Without change, without pity 
Breaking on the sand of the beach 
The ceaseless surge 
Listen to the surge of the sea 

Prompts:  On the sea 

or by the shore - 

write about how the 

sounds, sights and 

scents of the sea 

make you feel. 

 

Or, things you have 

found beachcomb-

ing, from pebbles to  

driftwood to         

unexpected finds. 
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